
CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL AND TONOTACTIC BACKGROUND 

 

 This chapter reviews the relevant theoretical background and the tone system of 

Dongshi Hakka.  Generally, there are two hypotheses for tone sandhi (TS): the direct 

reference hypothesis and the indirect reference hypothesis.  The main concern of the 

present paper is the end-based theory and the footing theory in the indirect reference 

hypothesis.  

 

2.1 Direct Reference Hypothesis 

The direct reference hypothesis suggests that phonological rules are sensitive to 

syntactic structures, and phonological rule domains are determined by syntactic 

surface structures (Cheng, 1973; Kaisse, 1985; Odden 1987; Zhang, 1988; Chung, 

1989, among others).  There is no intermediate level between syntax and phonology, 

as illustrated in (1). 
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(1) Direct Reference Hypothesis 

Syntactic Structures 
 
 
 
 
 

Phonological Structures 

Cheng (1973) investigates Mandarin Third Tone Sandhi and concludes that the 

tone sandhi rule (TSR) is simultaneous and it is sensitive to the strength of syntactic 

junctures, which is evaluated according to the hierarchy of IC-cuts.  Later, Kaisse 

(1985) paraphrases Chomsky’s (1986) m-command into a domain c-command to 

condition phonological rules, as in (2). 

(2) Domain C-Command  

In the structure [Xmax…α…], Xmax is defined as the domain of α.  Then α

 c-commands any β in its domain.     

(Kaisse, 1985: 159) 

In the domain c-command condition, maximal projections are absolute barriers to 

domain c-command, which can only operate within an Xmax.  The direction of 

domain c-command is relevant to the application of a phonological rule.  Given a 

sequence of two syllables α and β, a phonological rule applies only when (a) α 

domain c-commands β (the left-to-right parameter), (b) β domain c-commands 

α (the right-to-left parameter), (c) α domain c-commands β and β domain 
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c-commands α (the mutual-direction parameter), or (d) α domain c-commands 

β or β domain c-commands α (the either-direction parameter). 

The either-direction parameter of Kaisse’s domain c-command condition is later 

adopted by Chung (1989).  He proposes the K-condition for Yangping Tone Sandhi 

in Guangxing Hakka dialect, as in (3). 

(3) K-condition 

    For a rule to apply to a sequence of two words a and b 

    (i) a must domain-c-command b or 

(ii) b must domain-c-command a 

(Chung, 1989: 194) 

Chung claims that any sequence of two syllables undergo TS when they have a 

right-to-left or left-to-right domain c-command relationship. 

 

2.2 Indirect Reference Hypothesis 

 Despite the fact that the theories based on the direct reference hypothesis surely 

explains the TS behavior of certain Chinese dialects, there are many problems remain 

unsolved.  For example, Shih’s (1986) study on Mandarin concludes that “Mandarin 

Tone Sandhi operates on ‘prosodic’ structures, which are sensitive to, but by no means 

isomorphic to syntactic structures.”  Hsiao (1991, 1995) suggests that Mandarin and 
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Taiwanese TS domain are subject to prosodic structures—foot and phonological 

phrase, rather than syntactic structures.  Hsu and Hsiao’s (1994) research on Miouli 

Sixian Hakka Yinping Tone Sandhi finds that the foot structures which are formed 

according to the syntactic information are the TS domains; syntactic information itself 

fails to derive the well-formed surface readings.   

 Because of the shortness of the direct reference hypothesis, the indirect reference 

hypothesis comes into notice.  The indirect reference hypothesis argues that 

phonological rules do not operate directly on syntactic structures.  Instead, they 

operate on the intermediate level between syntax and phonology, that is, prosodic 

structures (Selkirk, 1984, 1986; Nespor and Vogel, 1986; Shih, 1986; Hung, 1987; 

Hayes, 1989; Hsiao, 1991, 1995, among others).  Prosodic structures are constructed 

based on syntactic structures and serve as the domains for phonological rules, as 

illustrated in (4). 

(4) Indirect Reference Hypothesis 

Syntactic Structures 
 
 
 

Prosodic Structures 
 
 
 

Phonological Structures 
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 The prosodic structures are organized into a hierarchy, as illustrated in (5).  The 

hierarchy must be governed by the strict layer hypothesis (Nespor and Vogel, 1986), 

as shown in (6). 

(5) Prosodic Hierarchy  

Utterance (Ut) 
            | 

Intonational Phrase (IP) 
            | 
Phonological Phrase (PPh) 

            | 
Phonological Word (PWd) 

            | 
Foot (Ft) 

            | 
Syllable (Syl) 

(Selkirk, 1984) 

(6) Strict Layer Hypothesis  

 a. A given nonterminal unit of the prosodic hierarchy, Xp, is composed of  

one or more units of the immediately lower category, Xp-1

   b. A unit of a given level of the hierarchy is exhaustively contained in the  

superordinate unit of which it is a part. 

    (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 7) 
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2.3 End-based Theory 

Selkirk (1986) proposes an end-based theory, stating that phonological phrases, 

functioning as phonological rule domains, are defined by the right or the left ends of 

syntactic constituents of designated types.  Based on this, Selkirk’s end parameters 

include four types, as in (7). 

(7) End Parameters 

a. Xmax[ 

b. ]Xmax

c. Xhead[ 

d. ]Xhead

The phonological phrases derived by the end parameters are of two types, namely, the 

maximal phonological phrase, derived from the Xmax settings, and the small 

phonological phrase, derived from the Xhead settings.  In addition, all the parameters 

are selected on a basis of language specificity; different languages are subject to 

different parameters to determine their phonological rule domains. 

The phonological phrase has attracted many linguistics.  Chen (1987) studied 

TS in Xiamen, Hsiao (1991, 1995), in Taiwanese, Chen (1996), in Southern Min 

adverbs, Hsu (1996), in Sixian Hakka, Ou (1996), in Southern Min, Lin (2000), in 

Taiwanese, Chang (2002), in Hai-lu Hakka, Hsiao and Chiu (2006), in Dongshi Hakka, 
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and so on. 

Because TS in Dongshi Hakka displays a right-prominent pattern1, the present 

paper adopts the ]Xmax parameter to define the phonological phrase.  The 

phonological phrases, or XPs, in the thesis refer to all the maximal projections except 

for the prenominal monosyllabic APs and the preverbal monosyllabic ADVPs.  TSRs 

apply simultaneously in every XP domain (for detailed discussion, see chapters 4 to 

6.). 

 

2.4 Intonational Phrase 

Selkirk (1984) observes English pauses in speaking through intonational 

phrasing.  Selkirk proposes a sense unit to condition intonational phrasing in English, 

as in (8). 

(8) Sense Unit (SU) 

Two constituents Ci, Cj form a sense unit if (a) or (b) is true of the semantic 

interpretation of the sentence: 

a. Ci modifies Cj (a head) 

b. Ci is an argument of Cj (a head). 

                                                 
1 In Hsiao’s (1995) term, the definition of the right-prominent pattern in TS is “given a pair of base 
tones in a relevant tonal domain, only the right-most tone retains its base tone, while all the other tones 
in that domain undergo TS.”  TS in Taiwanese, Mandarin, and certain Hakka dialects are found to be a 
right-prominent pattern (Cheng, 1973; Shih, 1986; Hsiao, 1991, 1995; Hsu, 1996; Chang, 2002, among 
others). 
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(Selkirk, 1984: 291) 

The SU is based on the essential notions “argument-head” and “modifier-head,” and 

succeeds in accounting for a certain amount of intonational phrasing. 

On the other hand, Nespor and Vogel (1986) suggest that intonational phrasing is 

based on both the syntactic and the semantic factors.  An intonational phrase (IP) is 

made up of one or more phonological phrases based on the syntactic structures.  

Semantic prominence and performance features like speech rate and style may play a 

role in the formation of an IP.  The IP formation proposed by Nespor and Vogel 

(1986) are in (9). 

(9) Intonational Phrase Formation  

A. I domain 

      An I domain may consist of  

      a. all the φs in a string that is not structurally attached to the sentence tree at 

the level of s-structure, or 

      b. any remaining sequence of adjacentφs in a root sentence. 

    B. I construction 

      Join into an n-ary branching I all φs included in a string delimited by the 

definition of the domain of I. 

I: intonational phrase, φs: phonological phrases,  
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s-structure: surface structure, n-ary: multiple syntactic branching 

 (Nespor and Vogel, 1986: 189) 

An IP may contain only one phonological phrase to form the smallest IP, or it may 

contain several phonological phrases.  However, a series of very short IPs or 

sequences of IPs of very different lengths in a sentence tend to be avoided. 

Hsu’s (1996) study on Sixian Hakka, for example, concludes that the IP is the 

primary tonal domain, deriving nonmetrical readings. 

 

2.5 Foot Formation Rules 

 In the investigation of TS in Chinese dialects, the foot has recently drawn many 

linguists’ attention (Chen, 1984; Shih, 1986; Hung, 1987; Hsiao, 1991, 1995, 2000; 

Hsu and Hsiao, 1994; Hsu 1996; Ou, 1996; Lin, 1999; Duanmu, 2005). 

Chen (1984) proposes a set of foot formation rules to account for the prosody of 

Chinese verses, as in (10): 

(10) Foot Formation Rules  

(a) Immediate Constituency (IC): Link immediate constituents into  

disyllabic feet. 

(b) Duple Meter (DM): Scanning from left to right, string together unpaired 

syllables into binary feet. 
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(c) Triple Meter (TM): Join any leftover monosyllable to a neighboring binary 

foot according to the direction of syntactic branching. 

 (Chen, 1984: 223)  

Chen puts the immediate constituency and the syntactic branching direction into 

consideration.  Example (11) demonstrates Chen’s foot formation rules. 

(11) ‘Fishermen’s nets gather under the cold pond.’ 

 
 
 

yu-ren    wang   ji  han  tan  xia 
Fisherman  net  gather  cold pond  under 

   Chen (1984)  |________|f            |________|f        IC 
                         |__________|f                  DM 
                                    |______________|f’  TM 

The IC rule first requires yu- and –ren, and han and tan to form two individual 

disyllabic feet.  The DM rule then scans from left to right, and strings together 

unpaired syllables wang and ji into a binary foot.  The TM rule, finally, joins the 

leftover monosyllable xia to its neighboring binary foot han tan according to the 

direction of syntactic branching. 

Shih (1986) later on modifies Chen’s (1984) rules for TS in Mandarin common 

speech.  She adds a structural condition which bans syllables branching in opposite 

direction to form a duple meter foot.  This is because while traditional Chinese 

poetry has a fixed meter of ‘12/34/567’ for a heptasyllabic line or of ‘34/567’ for a 

pentasyllabic line, Mandarin common speech does not have this type of meter.  
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Shih’s foot formation rules are given in (12): 

(12) Foot Formation Rules  

(a) Immediate Constituency (IC): Link immediate constituents into disyllabic  

feet.    

(b) Duple Meter (DM): Scanning from left to right, string together unpaired  

syllables into binary feet, unless they branch in the opposite direction. 

   (c) Super-foot (f’): Join any leftover monosyllable to a neighboring binary foot  

according to the direction of syntactic branching. 

(Shih, 1986: 110) 

Example (13) demonstrates the differences between Chen’s and Shih’s foot 

formation rules. 

(13) ‘In the small bowl is where the fruit is placed.’  

 
 
 

xiao  wan  li  bai  shui-guo 
small bowl  in  put   fruit 

   a) Chen (1984)  |________|f         |______|f    IC 
                            |______|f          *DM 
   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   b) Shih (1986)  |________|f         |_______|f   IC 
                 |____________|f’ |___________|f’   Superfoot   

In Chen’s approach, xiao and wan, and shui- and -guo first form two individual IC’s.  

Then unpaired syllables li and bai form a DM.  However, Chen’s approach, which is 

developed for verse only, wrongly predicts the surface TS of (13), which is not a verse 
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line.  In Shih’s approach, on the other hand, li and bai are not parsed into a DM 

because of their opposite branching directions.  Instead, they are respectively joined 

to their neighboring binary feet to form two individual superfeet according to the 

direction of syntactic branching. 

Although Shih’s foot formation rules account for a great number of Mandarin 

common speech data, they confront certain problems in function words (Hsiao, 1991), 

as in (14). 

(14) ‘I went toward the North.’  

 
 
                   wo  wang  bei  zou 
                    I  toward north  go 
   a) Shih (1986)        |__________|f        IC 
                   |__________________|f’   Superfoot 
   -------------------------------------------------------- ------------ --
   b) Alternative     |________|f |________|f   DM (*IC) 
     Correct Footing 

(Hsiao, 1991: 17) 

The sentence in (14) has alternative readings.  Shih’s approach successfully predicts 

the footing pattern in (a).  However, the other grammatical footing pattern, (b), in 

which no IC is formed before the two DM’s, is unaccountable with Shih’s foot 

formation rules.   

Hsiao (1991, 1995) claims that the structure of foot in Mandarin and Taiwanese 

is built upon metrical beats, which mediate between the foot and the syllable.  He 

distinguishes lexical syllables and functor syllables in his beat-counting theory, as in 
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(15-17): 

(15) Beat Assignment  

(a) Lexical Beat-Assignment (LB): Every lexical syllable is assigned a metrical beat. 

(b) Functor Beat-Asignment (FB): A functor syllable is assigned a beat in normal or 

slow speech, behaving like a lexical syllable, and is left-adjoined to the nearest 

beat in fast speech. 

(c) FB takes place after lexical syllables have been made into ICFs or ABFs. 

(16) Foot Formation Revisited 

(a) Immediate Constituent Foot (ICF): Any adjacent beats which are assigned to ICs 

form an ICF. 

(b) Adjacent Beat Foot (ABF): Any two adjacent beats which are not assigned to ICs 

are paired into an ABF. 

(c) Jumbo Foot (JF): Any unpaired single beat is recruited by a neighboring foot to 

form a Jumbo Foot if the beat c-commands the adjacent beat contained in the foot. 

(d) Minifoot (MF): The leftmost single beat constitutes a Minifoot iff it is followed by 

an intonational phrase boundary %. 

(17) Application Criteria  

(a) When all conditions are met, the ICF prevails over other footing processes. 

(b) Scanning starts from left to right and stops as soon as the environmental 
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requirements for either MF, ABF or JF are met, and the principle triggered applies 

to the whole line. 

(c) Footing must not cross any intonational phrase boundary. 

(Hsiao, 1991: 37-8) 

Hsiao (1991, 1995) suggests that the alternative footing patterns of (14) are due 

to the discrepancy between functors and lexical syllables.  Lxical syllables have 

greater metrical strength than functor syllables; therefore, functor syllables are not 

footed until lexical syllables are made into ICFs and ABFs.  Example (14) is 

reproduced in (18). 

(18) ‘I went toward the North.’ 

 
 
                      wo  wang   bei  zou 
                      I   toward  north  go 
   Hsiao (1991, 1995)                x    x    Lexical Beat 
                                  |_______|f   ABF 
                       x    x                Functor Beat 

|________|f             ABF 

In terms of Hsiao’s foot phrasing principles, bei and zou are first assigned lexical 

beats and together form an ABF.  Then wo and wang are assigned functor beats and 

form an ABF.  There is no ICF formed because wang is not assigned a lexical beat in 

the first place—wang cannot join with bei to form an ICF even though they are 

assigned to an IC. 

Hsiao’s (1991, 1995) beat-counting theory successfully explains the TS behavior 
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in functors and lexical syllables.  However, this paper is not concerned with any 

discrepancy between functors and lexical syllables2, and thus it adopts Shih’s (1986) 

foot formation rules, rather than Hsiao’s (1991, 1995), to deal with Dongshi Hakka 

lexical syllables. 

 

2.6 Tonal Basics 

Dongshi Hakka in Taiwan is the Dapu subdialect spoken in Central Taiwan, 

mainly in towns of Dongshi, Juolan, Shinshou, and Shigang.  Based on Dong (1994), 

Chiang (1996) and Chiang (1998), the Dongshi tone system is as follows. 

Table 19.  Tone System of Dongshi Hakka 

Tone Pitch Value Example Glosses 
Yinping 33 foŋ wind 

Yangping 113 mo no/not 
Yinshang 31 keu dog 

Yinqu 53 thien electricity 
Yinru 3 muk eye(s) 

Yangru 5 xok learn 
Chaoyinping 35 tia umbrella 

The six basic tones in Dongshi Hakka are Yinping, Yangping, Yinshang, Yinqu, 

Yinru and Yangru.  However, the seventh tone, Chaoyinping, synchronically 

developed from Yinping3. 

Yangping is a low-level tone which ends with a mid-tone.  When in 

                                                 
2 Further research is needed on the functor TS in Dongshi Hakka. 
3 For the discussion on the source of Dongshi Hakka Chaoyingping, see Dong (1994), Chiang (1996) 
and Chiang (1998). 
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sentence-non-final position or in fast speech, the speaker usually does not end 

Yangping with a mid tone.  The pitch value of [113] is sometimes simply represented 

as [11] or [11(3)].  Dong (1994) reminds that Yangping is sometimes pronounced 

with a slightly higher pitch at the beginning; hence, Yangping’s pitch value is also 

[21113]. 

Yinru is a short tone which can be also represented as [31]4.  In slower speech 

or in sentence-final position, the falling of the pitch at the end is clearer5.   

Apart from the seven tones listed in Table 19, there is a high-level tone [55] 

which occurs only as a TS pattern of Yinqu6 and is not a citation tone (Chiang, 1996; 

Chiang, 1998). 

Dongshi Hakka typically has three TSRs (Chiang, 1996; Chiang, 1998, 2002): 

Yangping, Yinping, and Yinqu Tone Sandhi Rules.  They are explained in Table 20. 

Table 20.  Dongshi Hakka Tone Sandhi Rules (DHTSRs) 

(21) 113  33 / __ 113 Yangping Tone Sandhi Rule (YATSR) 
(22) 33  35 / __ {113, 31, 3} Yinping Tone Sandhi Rule (YITSR) 
(23) 53  55 / __ {53, 31, 3, 5} Yinqu Tone Sandhi Rule (YQTSR) 

YATSR illustrates that Yangping becomes Yinping when it comes before another 

Yangping; YITSR represents that Yinping becomes Chaoyinping when followed by 

Yangping, Yinshang, or Yinru; YQTSR states that Yinqu is transformed into a 

                                                 
4 The underline represents a checked tone. 
5 In Chiang’s (1996) paper, the pitch value of Yinru is [2]. 
6 In Chiang’s (1996) paper, the pitch value of Yinqu is [52]. 
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high-level tone when preceding another Yinqu, Yinshang, Yinru, or Yangru.   

Below, examples (24-26) demonstrate the tonal behavior of Yangping, Yinping 

and Yinqu in disyllabic structures, and numbers (27-29), in trisyllabic structures (UR: 

underlying reading; SR: surface reading). 

(24) YATS (25) YITS (26) YQTS  
 ‘find tea’  ‘buy porridge’ ‘telephone’  
  tim  tsa 

search   tea   

113    113 

33      113 

  mai  moi 
buy   porridge 

33   113 

35   113 

tien    fa 
electrical  speech 

53      53  
55      53 

 
 
UR 
SR 

In (24), tsa triggers tim to undergo YATS.  In (25), moi triggers mai to undergo 

YITS.  In (26), fa triggers tien to undergo YQTS. 

(27) YATS (28) YITS (29) YQTS  
‘cannot find tea’ ‘want to buy porridge’ ‘broken telephone’  
 tim  mo  tsa 

 find     no    tea      
 113    113  113     
 33     33   113     

io  mai  moi 
 want  buy   porridge 
 31   33   113        
 31   35   113     

fai   tien  fa 
broken electrical speech 

 53   53     53 
 55   55     53 

 
 
UR 
SR 

In (27), tsa triggers mo to undergo YATS, and mo triggers tim to undergo YATS, 

too.  In (28), moi triggers mai to undergo YITS.  Because Yinshang does not 

undergo TS in Dongshi Hakka, io remains its base tone.  Finally, in (29), fa 

triggers tien to undergo YQTS, and tien triggers fai to undergo YQTS as well. 

 TS operates within a domain, namely the TS domain, also known as tone group. 

DHTS is right-prominent; all tones in a TS domain undergo TS except for the 

right-most tone.   
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